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We model the massive dark object at the center of the Galaxy as a Schwarzschild black hole as
well as Janis-Newman-Winicour naked singularities, characterized by the mass and scalar charge pa-
rameters, and study gravitational lensing (particularly time delay, magnification centroid, and total
magnification) by them. We find that the lensing features are qualitatively similar (though quanti-
tatively different) for the Schwarzschild black holes, weakly naked, and marginally strongly naked
singularities. However, the lensing characteristics of strongly naked singularities are qualitatively
very different from those due the Schwarzschild black holes. The images produced by Schwarzschild
black hole lenses and weakly naked and marginally strongly naked singularity lenses always have
positive time delays. On the other hand, the strongly naked singularity lenses can give rise to images
with positive, zero, or negative time delays. In particular, for a large angular source position the
direct image (the outermost image on the same side as the source) due to strongly naked singularity
lensing always has negative time delay. We also found that the scalar field decreases the time delay
and increases the magnitude of magnifications of images; this result could have important implica-
tions for cosmology. As the Janis-Newman-Winicour metric also describes the exterior gravitational
field of a scalar star, naked singularities as well as scalar star lenses, if these exist in nature, will
serve as more efficient cosmic telescopes than regular gravitational lenses.
PACS numbers: 95.30.sf, 04.20.Dw, 04.70.Bw, 98.62.Sb
I. INTRODUCTION
A naked (visible) singularity is defined as a spacetime
singularity which can be seen by some observer and also
lies to the future of some point of the spacetime [1]. The
well-known weak cosmic censorship hypothesis (WCCH)
of Penrose essentially states that, generically, spacetime
singularities of physically realistic gravitational collapse
are hidden within black holes [1, 2]. The concept of vis-
ible singularities is objectionable to many scientists, as
their existence is thought to have alarming astrophysical
implications. On the other hand, a failure of the WCCH
will give us the great opportunity to probe the extremely
strong gravitational fields that will help in the discovery
of the physical laws of quantum gravity. Despite many
industrious efforts, we are still far from having a gen-
eral proof (or disproof) of this hypothesis, and Penrose
[1] expected that radically new mathematical techniques
might be required for this purpose. As a proof or disproof
of this hypothesis appears to be inordinately difficult, it
may be easier to find a persuading counterexample to
demonstrate that the hypothesis is not correct. Numer-
ous diligent efforts have been put in this direction in the
last four decades; however, we still do not have a single
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convincing counterexample to the WCCH (see references
in [1, 2, 3]). In a seminal review, Penrose [1] concluded
that the question of the cosmic censorship is still very
much open and considered this to be possibly the most
important unsolved problem in classical general relativ-
ity.
Given that we have neither a proof (or disproof) nor
a convincing counterexample of the WCCH, it is impor-
tant to explore whether or not this hypothesis could be
tested observationally. To this end, Virbhadra et al. [4]
introduced a theoretical research project using the gravi-
tational lensing phenomena and encouraging results came
out of that. Further, Virbhadra and Ellis [5] obtained a
new gravitational lens equation that allows large deflec-
tion of light and therefore it can be used to study strong
gravitational field lensing. They used this lens equation
to study the gravitational lensing due to light deflection
close to the photon sphere of the supermassive “black
hole” at the center of the Galaxy. They found that the
presence of a photon sphere gives rise to a theoretically
infinite sequence of highly demagnified images on both
sides of the optical axis (the line joining the lens and
the observer) and they termed these relativistic images.
Virbhadra and Ellis [7] further extended the previous
studies of Virbhadra et al. [4] in detail. They also orga-
nized the investigations by classifying naked singularities
in two groups: weakly naked and strongly naked singular-
ities. They modeled massive dark objects at the centers
of a few galaxies as Schwarzschild black holes and Janis-
2Newman-Winicour weakly as well as strongly naked sin-
gularities, and studied gravitational lensing by them.
The Schwarzschild black holes as well as weakly naked
singularities have qualitatively similar lensing character-
istics : Both have one Einstein ring and no radial critical
curves. On the other hand, the strongly naked singulari-
ties have qualitatively different lensing features, i.e., they
give rise to two or none Einstein rings and one radial crit-
ical curve. After publication of these results [4, 5, 6, 7],
there has been a growing curiosity in black hole lensing
and many interesting papers have appeared in last few
years (see [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and
references therein).
In this paper, we study the time delay, magnification
centroid, and total magnification of images due to gravi-
tational lensing by Schwarzschild black holes and Janis-
Newman-Winicour naked singularities. One of the most
striking results in this paper is that the strongly naked
singularities can give rise to images with negative time
delays. We use geometrized units (i.e., G = 1, c = 1)
throughout this paper; however, we finally compute time
delays in terms of minutes. We use MATHEMATICA
[20] for computations.
II. LENS EQUATION, LIGHT DEFLECTION
ANGLE, AND CLASSIFICATION OF NAKED
SINGULARITIES
In this Section, we write in brief some of the results
obtained in previous papers ([4, 5, 6, 7, 21, 22]) and
refine the classification of naked singularities given in [7],
because these are required for computations and analysis
of results in this paper.
Virbhadra and Ellis [5] derived a gravitational lens
equation that permits small as well as large bending an-
gle of light, and that is given by
tanβ = tan θ − α, (1)
with
α ≡ Dds
Ds
[tan θ + tan (αˆ− θ)] . (2)
Ds, Dds and Dd, respectively, are the observer-source,
the lens-source, and the observer-lens distances. αˆ is the
light bending angle. θ and β are, respectively, angular
positions of an image and an unlensed source measured
from the optical axis. (See Fig. 1 in [5].) The impact
parameter J = Dd sin θ. For small angles, the Eq. (1)
reduces to the most well-known lens equation used for
studying lensing in a weak gravitational field [23].
In circularly symmetric gravitational lensing, the mag-
nification µ of an image is
µ =
(
sinβ
sin θ
dβ
dθ
)−1
. (3)
The tangential and radial magnifications are respectively
expressed by
µt =
(
sinβ
sin θ
)−1
and µr =
(
dβ
dθ
)−1
. (4)
The singularities in µt and µr in lens plane give, respec-
tively, tangential critical curves (TCCs) and radial criti-
cal curves (RCCs), and their corresponding values in the
source plane are, respectively, known as the tangential
caustic (TC) and radial caustics (RCs).
Virbhadra et al. [4] considered a general static and
spherically symmetric spacetime described the line ele-
ment
ds2 = B(r)dt2−A(r)dr2−D(r)r2(dϑ2+sin2 ϑdϕ2) (5)
and calculated the deflection angle αˆ (r0) and impact pa-
rameter J(r0) for a light ray with the closest distance of
approach r0. These are given by
αˆ (r0) = 2
∫
r0
∞(A(r)
D(r)
)1/2 [(
r
r0
)2
D(r)
D(r0)
B(r0)
B(r)
− 1
]−1/2
dr
r
−pi
(6)
and
J (r0) = r0
√
D(r0)
B(r0)
. (7)
For D (r) = 1, equations (6) and (7) yield the results
obtained by Weinberg [24].
The most general static and spherically symmetric so-
lution to the Einstein massless scalar equations was inde-
pendently obtained by Janis, Newman and Winicour as
well as Wyman [25]. As both solutions were available in
different coordinates, they were not known to be the same
until Virbhadra [21] showed the equivalence between the
two by a coordinate transformation. As Janis, Newman
and Winicour obtained this solution about thirteen years
before Wyman, we prefer to call it the Janis-Newman-
Winicour solution. Thus, the Janis-Newman-Winicour
solution (characterized by constant and real parameters,
the ADM mass M and the scalar charge q) is expressed
by the line element
ds2 =
(
1− b
r
)ν
dt2 −
(
1− b
r
)−ν
dr2
−
(
1− b
r
)1−ν
r2
(
dϑ2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2
)
(8)
and the massless scalar field
Φ =
q
b
√
4pi
ln
(
1− b
r
)
, (9)
with
ν =
2M
b
and b = 2
√
M2 + q2. (10)
3This solution is asymptotically Minkowskian and reduces
to the Schwarzschild solution for q = 0 (i.e., ν = 1). The
Janis-Newman-Winicour solution has a globally naked
strong curvature singularity at r = b for all values of
q 6= 0 and this solution is physically reasonable as it sat-
isfies the weak energy condition [22]. Virbhadra et al.
obtained the light deflection angle αˆ (r0) for large value
of r0 (see equation (24) in [4]); we now re-express that
using the equation (10), as follows:
αˆ (r0) = 2ν
(
b
r0
)
+
[
ν(1− 2ν) + pi
(
ν2 − 1
16
)](
b
r0
)2
+ O
(
b
r0
)3
. (11)
Virbhadra and Ellis [5] as well as Claudel et al. [6] gave
two different definitions of a photon sphere in a static
spherically symmetric spacetime. Both definitions gave
the same results for a general static and spherically sym-
metric metric. Thus, according to both definitions, the
Janis-Newman-Winicour spacetime has only one photon
sphere and that is situated at the radial distance [5, 6]
rps =
b(1 + 2ν)
2
. (12)
As r = b is the curvature singularity, the photon sphere
exists only for ν : 1/2 < ν ≤ 1.
Defining
ρ =
r
b
, ρ0 =
r0
b
(13)
and using equations (6), (7) and (8), the deflection angle
αˆ and the impact parameter J for a light ray in the Janis-
Newman-Winicour spacetime are expressed in the form
[4, 5]
αˆ (ρ0) = 2
∫
ρ0
∞ dρ
ρ
√
1− 1ρ
√(
ρ
ρ0
)2 (
1− 1ρ
)1−2ν (
1− 1ρ0
)2ν−1
− 1
− pi (14)
and
J (ρ0) = 2M
ρ0
ν
(
1− 1
ρ0
) 1−2ν
2
. (15)
Obviously, equation (12) can now be re-expressed as
ρps =
(1 + 2ν)
2
. (16)
Equation (15) with the expression for the impact pa-
rameter, J = Dd sin θ, give
sin θ =
2M
Dd
ρ0
ν
(
1− 1
ρ0
) 1−2ν
2
. (17)
The first derivative of the deflection angle αˆ with respect
to θ is given by [4, 7]
dαˆ
dθ
= αˆ′ (ρ0)
dρ0
dθ
, (18)
where
dρ0
dθ
=
νρ0
(
1− 1ρ0
) 1+2ν
2
√
1− 4ν2
(
M
Dd
)2
ρ02
(
1− 1ρ0
)1−2ν
M
Dd
(2ρ0 − 2ν − 1)
(19)
and
αˆ′ (ρ0) =
2ν + 1− 2ρ0
ρ02
(
1− 1ρ0
)∫
ρ0
∞ (4νρ− 2ν − 1) dρ
(2ν + 1− 2ρ)2 ρ
√
1− 1ρ
√(
ρ
ρ0
)2 (
1− 1ρ
)1−2ν (
1− 1ρ0
)2ν−1
− 1
. (20)
The prime denotes the first derivative with respect to ρ0.
Virbhadra and Ellis [7] classified naked singularities
in two groups: Weakly naked singularities (WNS) are
those which are contained within at least one photon
sphere, whereas strongly naked singularities (SNS) are
those which are not covered within any photon spheres.
Therefore, according to this classification, the Janis-
Newman-Winicour naked singularities are strongly naked
4for 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1/2 and weakly naked for 1/2 < ν < 1.
For Schwarzschild black holes (ν = 1) as well as WNS
(1/2 < ν < 1), the deflection angle αˆ (ρ0) monotonically
increases with the decrease in the closest distance of ap-
proach ρ0 and αˆ (ρ0) → ∞ as ρ0 → ρps. As both have
qualitatively similar αˆ vs. ρ0 graph, their lensing features
are also qualitatively similar [5, 7]. However, Virbhadra
and Ellis [7] missed noticing a point: Though there are no
photon spheres for ν = 1/2, the deflection angle behavior,
according to the equation (20), is similar to the cases of
the Schwarzschild black holes and WNS; therefore, their
gravitational lensing features will be also qualitatively
the same. In view of this, we now prefer to term ν = 1/2
and 0 ≤ ν < 1/2 singularities, respectively, marginally
strongly naked singularities (MSNS) and strongly naked
singularties.
The mass parameter M = 0 in the Janis-Newman-
Winicour solution describes the situation of a purely
scalar field. We do not consider this case henceforth in
this paper.
III. TIME DELAY, MAGNIFICATION
CENTROID, AND TOTAL MAGNIFICATION
We consider light propagation in a static spherically
symmetric spacetime described by the line element given
by Eq. (5). The spherical symmetry of the spacetime
allows us to consider, without loss of generality, null
geodesics in the equatorial plane. We first obtain time
required for light to travel from a source at coordinates
{r, ϑ = pi/2, ϕ = ϕ1} to the closest distance of approach
at coordinates {r0, ϑ = pi/2, ϕ = ϕ2}. Following the
method used in [24], a straightforward calculation thus
gives the time required for light to travel from r to r0 (or
r0 to r) that is expressed by
t (r, r0) = t (r0, r) =
∫
r0
r
√√√√ A (r) /B (r)
1− ( r0r )2 B(r)B(r0) D(r0)D(r) dr.
(21)
D (r) = 1 in the above equation readily gives the result
in [24]. Let Rs and Ro denote, respectively, the radial
coordinates of the source and the observer measured from
the center of mass of the deflector (lens). We now express
these distances in terms of the constant parameter b (in
the Janis-Newman-Winicour metric) by introducing
Xs = Rs
b
and Xo = Ro
b
. (22)
The time delay τ (ρ0) of light traveling from the source
to the observer with the closest of approach ρ0 is defined
as the difference between the light travel time for the
actual ray in the gravitational field of the lens (deflector)
and the travel time for the straight path between the
source and the observer in the absence of the lens (i.e.,
if there were no gravitational fields.) As mentioned in
Section II, we do not consider the case of purely scalar
field in this paper; therefore, we assume that ν 6= 0 (i.e.,
M 6= 0). Using equations (8), (10) and (21), and the
geometry of the lens diagram (see Fig. 1 in [5]), we obtain
the following expression for the time delay in the Janis-
Newman-Winicour spacetime:
τ (ρ0) =
2M
ν
[∫
ρ0
Xs dρ
f (ρ)
+
∫
ρ0
Xo dρ
f (ρ)
]
−Ds sec β
(23)
with
Xs = ν
2
Ds
M
√(
Dds
Ds
)2
+ tan2 β,
Xo = ν
2
Dd
M
, (24)
and
f (ρ) =
√(
1− 1
ρ
)2ν
−
(
ρ0
ρ
)2(
1− 1
ρ
)4ν−1(
1− 1
ρ0
)1−2ν
.
(25)
The first and second terms in Eq. (23) give, respectively,
the travel time of the light from the source to the point
of closest approach and from that point to the observer.
The last term gives the light travel time from the source
to the observer in the absence of any gravitational field.
We use the equation (23) for computations in the next
section. However, to see the behavior of the time delay
function for a light ray traveling in the weak gravitation
field far away from the lens, we carry out some analytical
calculations following the method used in [15]. We obtain
the time delay for images with large impact parameters.
For given angular positions of the source and image, the
time delay is given by
τ(θ, β) =
1
2
DdDs
Dds
[(
2− 1
ν
)
θ2E + β
2 − θ2 − ln
(
θ2Dd
4Dds
)]
,
(26)
where
θE =
√
4M
Dds
DdDs
(27)
is an approximate expression for angular radius of the
Einstein ring of Schwarzschild lensing.
For the direct image, β2−θ2 decreases with an increase
in |β|. Therefore, for ν < 1/2 (SNS), the time delay of
the direct image is negative for large β. This fact reflects
in our computations in the next section.
We denote the time delay in the outermost image on
the same side as the source (also called the direct image)
by τos. The differential time delay ∆τ of an image with
time delay τ is defined by
∆τ = τ − τos. (28)
(When there is only one image on the same side as the
source, we use the symbol τs instead of τos.) The differ-
ential time delay is thus measured in reference to the di-
rect image. The magnification-weighted centroid position
5(also called magnification centroid) of images is defined
by
Θˆ =
∑
θi|µi|∑ |µi| . (29)
Angles measured in clockwise and anti-clockwise direc-
tions from the optical axis have positive and negative
signs, respectively. Further, the magnification centroid
shift of images is defined by
∆Θˆ = β − Θˆ. (30)
The total absolute magnification (also, simply called total
magnification) µtot is defined by
µtot =
∑
|µi|. (31)
The magnification centroid and the total magnification
are very important physical quantities in studying mi-
crolensing when the images are not resolved.
IV. COMPUTATIONS
Virbhadra and Ellis [7] modeled massive dark objects
(MDOs) at the centers of four different galaxies (includ-
ing our galaxy) as Schwarzschild black holes (SBH) and
Janis-Newman-Winicour naked singularities, and stud-
ied point source gravitational lensing by them. They ob-
tained the angular positions of critical curves and caus-
tics, and studied the variation of magnification against
the angular position of images near the critical curves.
However, they did not study the time delay, magnifica-
tion centroid, and the total magnification; we accomplish
these tasks in this paper.
We now consider the MDO at the center of our galaxy
with the recent values for the mass M = 3.61 × 106M⊙
and the lens-observer distance Dd = 7.62 kpc [26]. As in
[7], we take the lens (MDO) to be situated half way be-
tween the source and the observer, i.e., Dds/Ds = 1/2.
We model the Galactic MDO as a Schwarzschild black
hole as well as Janis-Newman-Winicour WNS, MSNS,
and SNS lenses. As we are considering updated values
for M and Dd of the Galactic MDO, we first re-compute
critical curves and caustics, and their corresponding de-
flection angles of the light ray for several values of ν. For
continuity and clarity in the analysis of the results, we
will also mention some results from [4, 7] in the present
and next sections of this paper.
The existence of a photon sphere covering a gravita-
tional lens is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for
the occurrence of relativistic images. The SBH as well
as WNS both are contained inside a photon sphere and
both give rise to relativistic images. The MSNS lensing
also produces relativistic images, even though it is not
covered by a photon sphere. It is known that relativis-
tic images are transient and extremely demagnified, and
therefore their observations do not seem to be feasible in
the near future [5]. Hence, we do not do computations
for relativistic images in this paper.
As shown in Table I, there is only one Einstein ring
and no RCC for the case of SBH (ν = 1), WNS (ν =
0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6), and MSNS (ν = 0.5). The angular po-
sitions of the Einstein rings decrease very slowly with
a decrease in the value of ν (equivalently, an increase
in the value of (q/M)2). In the case of SNS lensing
(0 ≤ ν < 1/2), there are two situations: There is al-
ways one RCC; however, there can be two (for example,
for ν = 0.4, 0.3, etc.) or none Einstein rings (for exam-
ple, for ν = 0.001 and any lower but nonnegative values
of ν). For the cases of double Einstein rings, the angular
radii of outer and inner rings, respectively, decrease and
increase with a decrease in the value of ν. For a detailed
analysis of these RCCs and TCCs, see [7].
We now compute image positions, the corresponding
deflection angles of light, magnifications, time delays, and
differential time delays for several values of the angular
source position for different values of ν = 1 (SBH), ν =
0.7 (WNS), ν = 0.5 (MSNS), and ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001
(SNS). Though we give only a few data in the tables, we
have computed and used many more data points for the
figures.
The gravitational lensing effects due to the SBH, WNS,
and MSNS are qualitatively similar, though they differ
quantitatively by small values (see Tables II through IV
and Figure 1). For each case, there are two images, one
on each side of the optical axis. As the source moves
away from the optical axis, the image on the same side
as the source (i.e., the direct image) moves away from
the axis, whereas the image on the opposite side of the
source moves toward the axis. The absolute magnifica-
tion of both images decreases. For a given value of ν,
with an increase in the angular position of the source,
the time delays of the images on the same side as the
source decrease, whereas the time delays and differential
time delays of the image on the opposite side from the
source increase. The rate of decrease in time delay of
the image on the same side as the source is much slower
than the rate of increase in time delay of the image on
the opposite side from the source. For any given value of
the angular source position, the time delays of both im-
ages and the differential time delay of the image on the
opposite side from the source decrease with a decrease in
the value of ν (equivalently, increase in (q/M)2).
Gravitational lensing by a SNS is qualitatively very dif-
ferent from lensing by SBH, WNS, or MSNS (see Tables
V through IX and Figures 2 through 4). For ν = 0.04
and 0.02, when the lens components (the source, lens
and observer) are perfectly (or nearly) aligned, there are
two concentric Einstein rings (the inner ring much fainter
than the outer one). As the alignment is broken, the two
Einstein rings break into four images, two images on each
side of the optical axis. The time delay of direct image
decreases with an increase in β. For ν = 0.04, the time
delay of the direct image is positive for small β and nega-
tive for large β; however, the time delays for other images
6TABLE I: Critical curves and caustics due to gravitational lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as the Schwarzschild black
hole; weakly, marginally strongly, and strongly naked singularities. θE, θr, and βr denote respectively the angular positions of
the tangential critical curves (Einstein rings), radial critical curves, and radial caustics, whereas αˆ stands for the corresponding
light deflection angles. (a) The lens has massM = 3.61×106M⊙ and the distance Dd = 7.62 kpc so thatM/Dd ≈ 2.26×10
−11).
The ratio of the source-lens distance to the source-observer distance, i.e., Dds/Ds = 1/2. All angular positions are given in
arcseconds.
ν Inner Einstein ring Radial critical curve and caustic Outer Einstein ring
θE αˆ θr αˆ βr θE αˆ
1.0 × × × × × 1.388176 2.776352
0.9 × × × × × 1.388176 2.776352
0.8 × × × × × 1.388176 2.776352
0.7 × × × × × 1.388176 2.776351
0.6 × × × × × 1.388175 2.776351
0.5 × × × × × 1.388175 2.776350
0.4 0.000012 0.000024 −0.000019 286883.8 252026.7 1.388174 2.776348
0.3 0.000015 0.000030 −0.000026 121357.9 66413.69 1.388172 2.776343
0.2 0.000027 0.000054 −0.000051 46469.19 23533.19 1.388165 2.776330
0.1 0.000095 0.000191 −0.000188 10759.36 5383.343 1.388131 2.776262
0.05 0.000371 0.000741 −0.000739 2641.816 1320.961 1.387993 2.775986
0.04 0.000577 0.001154 −0.001151 1687.159 843.5924 1.387890 2.775780
0.03 0.001023 0.002046 −0.002043 947.4574 473.7291 1.387667 2.775334
0.02 0.002297 0.004593 −0.004591 420.5955 210.2934 1.387029 2.774057
0.01 0.009176 0.018352 −0.018345 105.0746 52.51893 1.383568 2.767135
0.005 0.036717 0.073434 −0.073177 26.26379 13.05872 1.369456 2.738911
0.004 0.057426 0.114853 −0.113887 16.80784 8.290033 1.358574 2.717148
0.003 0.102472 0.204944 −0.199693 9.450634 4.525624 1.334103 2.668206
0.002 0.236134 0.472268 −0.420122 4.166782 1.663269 1.254966 2.509932
0.001 × × 1.115015 0.613237 0.808397 × ×
TABLE II: Image positions due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as the Schwarzschild black hole (ν = 1), and their
respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays, and differential time delays. (a) θ and αˆ respectively stand for the
angular positions of images and their corresponding deflection angles. µ, τ , and ∆τ represent the magnification, time delay,
and differential time delay of the images, respectively. (b) The subscripts s and o on the symbols respectively denote for the
images on the same and opposite side of the source. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Image on the opposite side from the source Image on the same side as the source
θo αˆo µo τo ∆τo θs αˆs µs τs
0 −1.388176 2.776352 × 14.92209 0 1.388176 2.776352 × 14.92209
10−6 −1.388176 2.776353 −694084.2 14.92209 0.000002 1.388177 2.776351 694085.2 14.92209
10−5 −1.388171 2.776362 −69407.97 14.92210 0.000017 1.388181 2.776342 69408.97 14.92208
10−4 −1.388126 2.776452 −6940.347 14.92218 0.000171 1.388226 2.776252 6941.347 14.92201
10−3 −1.387676 2.777353 −693.5848 14.92294 0.001706 1.388676 2.775353 694.5848 14.92124
10−2 −1.383185 2.786370 −68.90982 14.93064 0.017060 1.393185 2.766370 69.90982 14.91358
10−1 −1.339077 2.878153 −6.454348 15.00895 0.170636 1.439076 2.678152 7.454345 14.83831
1 −0.975480 3.950960 −0.322455 15.94681 1.742193 1.975475 1.950951 1.322453 14.20461
2 −0.710863 5.421726 −0.073840 17.38033 3.687537 2.710855 1.421709 1.073838 13.69280
3 −0.543786 7.087573 −0.024114 19.29818 5.987040 3.543776 1.087553 1.024113 13.31114
4 −0.434559 8.869117 −0.009696 21.74718 8.734391 4.434547 0.869094 1.009695 13.01279
5 −0.359561 10.71912 −0.004521 24.75495 11.98479 5.359549 0.719098 1.004521 12.77016
6 −0.305617 12.61123 −0.002355 28.33806 15.77141 6.305604 0.611208 1.002354 12.56665
7 −0.265251 14.53050 −0.001335 32.50696 20.11513 7.265238 0.530476 1.001335 12.39183
8 −0.234044 16.46809 −0.000809 37.26852 25.02969 8.234031 0.468062 1.000808 12.23882
9 −0.209261 18.41852 −0.000517 42.62746 30.52455 9.209248 0.418496 1.000517 12.10291
10 −0.189138 20.37828 −0.000345 48.58714 36.60642 10.18912 0.378250 1.000345 11.98072
are positive for all values of β. On the other hand, for
ν = 0.02, the time delay of the direct image is always
negative; however, the other three images have negative
time delays for small β and positive for large β, passing
through the zero time delay point.
For a given value of β, the time delays of images are
in the following decreasing order: the inner image on the
opposite side from the source, inner image on the same
side as the source, outer image on the opposite side from
the source, and the direct image. However, for any given
value of β, the absolute magnifications of images are not
in the exact reverse sequence; they are rather in the fol-
lowing decreasing order: The direct image, outer image
on the opposite side from the source, inner image on the
opposite side from the source, and inner image on the
same side as the source. The differential time delays are
always positive. It is worth emphasizing that the negative
and positive time delays are respectively not necessarily
due to negative and positive bending angles. A light ray
with a positive deflection angle may give rise to positive
or negative time delays, and the same is true for a light
ray with a negative deflection angle. If β increases, the
angular separation between images on the same side as
the source increases (the inner and outer images move re-
spectively toward and away from the optical axis). How-
ever, the angular separation between images on the op-
7TABLE III: Image positions due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as the weakly naked singularity (ν = 0.7), and their
respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a) The same as (a) and (b) of Table II. (b)
The same as (a) of Table I.
β Image on the opposite side from the source Image on the same side as the source
θo αˆo µo τo ∆τo θs αˆs µs τs
0 −1.388176 2.776351 × 14.66836 0 1.388176 2.776351 × 14.66836
10−6 −1.388175 2.776352 −694084.2 14.66836 0.000002 1.388176 2.776350 694085.2 14.66835
10−5 −1.388171 2.776361 −69407.97 14.66836 0.000017 1.388181 2.776341 69408.97 14.66835
10−4 −1.388126 2.776451 −6940.347 14.66844 0.000171 1.388226 2.776251 6941.347 14.66827
10−3 −1.387676 2.777352 −693.5848 14.66921 0.001706 1.388676 2.775352 694.5848 14.66750
10−2 −1.383185 2.786370 −68.90982 14.67690 0.017060 1.393185 2.766369 69.90982 14.65984
10−1 −1.339076 2.878152 −6.454347 14.75521 0.170636 1.439076 2.678151 7.454345 14.58457
1 −0.975479 3.950959 −0.322455 15.69307 1.742192 1.975475 1.950950 1.322453 13.95088
2 −0.710862 5.421724 −0.073840 17.12660 3.687536 2.710855 1.421709 1.073838 13.43906
3 −0.543786 7.087571 −0.024113 19.04444 5.987039 3.543776 1.087552 1.024113 13.05740
4 −0.434558 8.869115 −0.009696 21.49345 8.734389 4.434547 0.869094 1.009695 12.75906
5 −0.359560 10.71912 −0.004521 24.50121 11.98478 5.359549 0.719097 1.004521 12.51643
6 −0.305616 12.61123 −0.002355 28.08432 15.77141 6.305604 0.611208 1.002354 12.31292
7 −0.265250 14.53050 −0.001335 32.25322 20.11513 7.265238 0.530476 1.001335 12.13810
8 −0.234043 16.46809 −0.000809 37.01478 25.02969 8.234031 0.468062 1.000808 11.98509
9 −0.209260 18.41852 −0.000517 42.37372 30.52454 9.209248 0.418496 1.000517 11.84918
10 −0.189137 20.37827 −0.000345 48.33340 36.60642 10.18912 0.378250 1.000345 11.72698
TABLE IV: Image positions due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as the marginally strongly naked singularity (ν = 0.5)
and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a) The same as (a) and (b) of
Table II. (b) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Image on the opposite side from the source Image on the same side as the source
θo αˆo µo τo ∆τo θs αˆs µs τs
0 −1.388175 2.776350 × 14.33004 0 1.388175 2.776350 × 14.33004
10−6 −1.388174 2.776351 −694084.2 14.33004 0.000002 1.388175 2.776349 694085.2 14.33004
10−5 −1.388170 2.776360 −69407.97 14.33005 0.000017 1.388180 2.776340 69408.97 14.33003
10−4 −1.388125 2.776450 −6940.347 14.33013 0.000171 1.388225 2.776250 6941.347 14.32995
10−3 −1.387675 2.777350 −693.5848 14.33089 0.001706 1.388675 2.775350 694.5848 14.32919
10−2 −1.383184 2.786368 −68.90982 14.33859 0.017060 1.393184 2.766368 69.90982 14.32153
10−1 −1.339075 2.878150 −6.454347 14.41689 0.170636 1.439075 2.678150 7.454345 14.24626
1 −0.975478 3.950956 −0.322455 15.35475 1.742191 1.975474 1.950949 1.322453 13.61256
2 −0.710861 5.421721 −0.073840 16.78828 3.687533 2.710854 1.421708 1.073838 13.10075
3 −0.543784 7.087568 −0.024113 18.70612 5.987035 3.543776 1.087552 1.024113 12.71909
4 −0.434556 8.869112 −0.009696 21.15513 8.734385 4.434547 0.869094 1.009695 12.42074
5 −0.359558 10.71912 −0.004521 24.16289 11.98478 5.359549 0.719097 1.004521 12.17811
6 −0.305614 12.61123 −0.002354 27.74600 15.77140 6.305604 0.611208 1.002354 11.97460
7 −0.265248 14.53050 −0.001335 31.91490 20.11512 7.265238 0.530476 1.001335 11.79978
8 −0.234041 16.46808 −0.000809 36.67646 25.02968 8.234031 0.468062 1.000808 11.64678
9 −0.209259 18.41852 −0.000517 42.03539 30.52453 9.209248 0.418496 1.000517 11.51086
10 −0.189135 20.37827 −0.000345 47.99508 36.60640 10.18912 0.378250 1.000345 11.38867
TABLE V: Image positions on the same side as the source due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as a strongly naked
singularity (ν = 0.04), and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a) The
same as (a) of Table II. (b) The subscripts is and os on the symbols respectively denote for the inner and outer images on the
same side as the source. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Inner image on the same side as the source Outer image on the same side as the source
θis αˆis µis τis ∆τis θos αˆos µos τos
10−6 0.000577 0.001152 −0.000099 8.164602 7.452654 1.387890 2.775779 694085.2 0.711948
10−5 0.000577 0.001134 −9.9× 10−6 8.164602 7.452662 1.387895 2.775770 69408.97 0.711940
10−4 0.000577 0.000954 −9.9× 10−7 8.164602 7.452738 1.387940 2.775680 6941.347 0.711863
10−3 0.000577 −0.000846 −9.9× 10−8 8.164602 7.453505 1.388390 2.774780 694.5849 0.711097
10−2 0.000577 −0.018846 −9.9× 10−9 8.164629 7.461187 1.392900 2.765800 69.90987 0.703442
10−1 0.000577 −0.198846 −9.9× 10−10 8.167637 7.539395 1.438800 2.677600 7.454397 0.628242
1 0.000577 −1.998846 −9.9× 10−11 8.471271 8.476159 1.975286 1.950572 1.322496 −0.004887
2 0.000577 −3.998847 −4.9× 10−11 9.391988 9.908244 2.710736 1.421472 1.073866 −0.516256
3 0.000576 −5.998847 −3.3× 10−11 10.92675 11.82434 3.543700 1.087400 1.024129 −0.897592
4 0.000576 −7.998848 −2.5× 10−11 13.07556 14.27126 4.434496 0.868992 1.009705 −1.195693
5 0.000576 −9.998848 −2.0× 10−11 15.83842 17.27655 5.359513 0.719026 1.004527 −1.438130
6 0.000576 −11.99885 −1.6× 10−11 19.21533 20.85681 6.305578 0.611155 1.002358 −1.641480
7 0.000576 −13.99885 −1.4× 10−11 23.20628 25.02245 7.265218 0.530436 1.001337 −1.816167
8 0.000576 −15.99885 −1.2× 10−11 27.81128 29.78034 8.234015 0.468030 1.000810 −1.969056
9 0.000575 −17.99885 −1.1× 10−11 33.03033 35.13520 9.209235 0.418471 1.000518 −2.104868
10 0.000575 −19.99885 −9.7× 10−12 38.86343 41.09040 10.18911 0.378229 1.000346 −2.226966
8TABLE VI: Image positions on the opposite side of the source due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as a strongly
naked singularity (ν = 0.04), and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a)
The same as (a) of Table II. (b) The subscripts io and oo on the symbols respectively denote for the inner and outer images on
the opposite side from the source. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Outer image on the opposite side from the source Inner image on the opposite side from the source
θoo αˆoo µoo τoo ∆τoo θio αˆio µio τio ∆τio
10−6 −1.387889 2.775781 −694084.2 0.711950 0.000002 −0.000577 0.001156 0.000099 8.164602 7.452654
10−5 −1.387885 2.775790 −69407.97 0.711957 0.000017 −0.000577 0.001174 9.9 × 10−6 8.164602 7.452662
10−4 −1.387840 2.775880 −6940.347 0.712034 0.000170 −0.000577 0.001354 9.9 × 10−7 8.164602 7.452738
10−3 −1.387390 2.776780 −693.5848 0.712801 0.001704 −0.000577 0.003154 9.9 × 10−8 8.164603 7.453506
10−2 −1.382898 2.785796 −68.90977 0.720486 0.017045 −0.000577 0.021154 9.9 × 10−9 8.164636 7.461194
10−1 −1.338780 2.877560 −6.454297 0.798725 0.170483 −0.000577 0.201154 9.9× 10−10 8.167708 7.539465
1 −0.975097 3.950193 −0.322412 1.735749 1.740636 −0.000577 2.001154 9.9× 10−11 8.471980 8.476867
2 −0.710409 5.420818 −0.073812 3.168027 3.684283 −0.000577 4.001155 5.0× 10−11 9.393405 9.909661
3 −0.543290 7.086579 −0.024097 5.084252 5.981844 −0.000577 6.001155 3.3× 10−11 10.92888 11.82647
4 −0.434037 8.868073 −0.009686 7.531250 8.726943 −0.000578 8.001155 2.5× 10−11 13.07840 14.27409
5 −0.359024 10.71805 −0.004515 10.53661 11.97474 −0.000578 10.00116 2.0× 10−11 15.84197 17.28010
6 −0.305070 12.61014 −0.002351 14.11691 15.75839 −0.000578 12.00116 1.7× 10−11 19.21958 20.86106
7 −0.264698 14.52939 −0.001332 18.28259 20.09876 −0.000578 14.00116 1.4× 10−11 23.21124 25.02741
8 −0.233486 16.46697 −0.000807 23.04051 25.00957 −0.000578 16.00116 1.2× 10−11 27.81695 29.78601
9 −0.208700 18.41740 −0.000515 28.39540 30.50027 −0.000578 18.00116 1.1× 10−11 33.03671 35.14158
10 −0.188575 20.37715 −0.000344 34.35062 36.57758 −0.000579 20.00116 1.0× 10−11 38.87051 41.09748
TABLE VII: Image positions on the same side as the source due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as a strongly naked
singularity (ν = 0.02), and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a) The
same as (a) of Table II. (b) The same as (b) of Table V. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Inner image on the same side as the source Outer image on the same side as the source
θis αˆis µis τis ∆τis θos αˆos µos τos
0 0.002297 0.004593 × −8.271824 5.808667 1.387029 2.774057 × −14.08049
10−6 0.002297 0.004591 −0.006273 −8.271824 5.808667 1.387029 2.774056 694085.9 −14.08049
10−5 0.002297 0.004573 −0.000627 −8.271824 5.808675 1.387034 2.774047 69409.04 −14.08050
10−4 0.002297 0.004393 −0.000063 −8.271824 5.808752 1.387079 2.773958 6941.354 −14.08058
10−3 0.002297 0.002593 −0.000006 −8.271825 5.809517 1.387529 2.773058 694.5857 −14.08134
10−2 0.002297 −0.015407 −6.3× 10−7 −8.271807 5.817185 1.392042 2.764084 69.91009 −14.08899
10−1 0.002296 −0.195407 −6.3× 10−8 −8.268894 5.895250 1.437970 2.675940 7.454558 −14.16414
1 0.002294 −1.995412 −6.2× 10−9 −7.966209 6.830681 1.974717 1.949434 1.322625 −14.79689
2 0.002291 −3.995418 −3.1× 10−9 −7.046546 8.261433 2.710378 1.420757 1.073949 −15.30798
3 0.002289 −5.995423 −2.1× 10−9 −5.512834 10.17630 3.543471 1.086943 1.024177 −15.68914
4 0.002286 −7.995428 −1.5× 10−9 −3.365073 12.62205 4.434343 0.868685 1.009733 −15.98712
5 0.002283 −9.995434 −1.2× 10−9 −0.603263 15.62622 5.359405 0.718809 1.004544 −16.22948
6 0.002280 −11.99544 −1.0× 10−9 2.772596 19.20537 6.305498 0.610996 1.002370 −16.43277
7 0.002278 −13.99544 −8.6× 10−10 6.762504 23.36992 7.265157 0.530315 1.001345 −16.60742
8 0.002275 −15.99545 −7.5× 10−10 11.36646 28.12674 8.233968 0.467935 1.000816 −16.76028
9 0.002273 −17.99545 −6.6× 10−10 16.58447 33.48053 9.209197 0.418394 1.000522 −16.89606
10 0.002270 −19.99546 −5.9× 10−10 22.41652 39.43466 10.18908 0.378166 1.000349 −17.01814
TABLE VIII: Image positions on the opposite side of the source due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as a strongly
naked singularity (ν = 0.02), and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a)
The same as (a) of Table II. (b) The same as (b) of Table VI. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Outer image on the opposite side from the source Inner image on the opposite side from the source
θoo αˆoo µoo τoo ∆τoo θio αˆio µio τio ∆τio
0 −1.387029 2.774057 × −14.08049 0 −0.002297 0.004593 × −8.271824 5.808667
10−6 −1.387028 2.774058 −694084.9 −14.08049 0.000002 −0.002297 0.004595 0.006273 −8.271824 5.808667
10−5 −1.387024 2.774067 −69408.04 −14.08048 0.000017 −0.002297 0.004613 0.000627 −8.271824 5.808675
10−4 −1.386979 2.774157 −6940.354 −14.08041 0.000170 −0.002297 0.004793 0.000063 −8.271824 5.808752
10−3 −1.386528 2.775057 −693.5853 −14.07964 0.001703 −0.002297 0.006593 0.000006 −8.271822 5.809520
10−2 −1.382034 2.784067 −68.90968 −14.07196 0.017034 −0.002297 0.024593 6.3× 10−7 −8.271779 5.817213
10−1 −1.337888 2.875776 −6.454149 −13.99377 0.170377 −0.002297 0.204594 6.3× 10−8 −8.268612 5.895533
1 −0.973942 3.947885 −0.322284 −13.05731 1.739578 −0.002299 2.004599 6.3× 10−9 −7.963389 6.833501
2 −0.709041 5.418082 −0.073730 −11.62581 3.682166 −0.002302 4.004604 3.2× 10−9 −7.040905 8.267074
3 −0.541791 7.083582 −0.024049 −9.710471 5.978668 −0.002305 6.004610 2.1× 10−9 −5.504373 10.18477
4 −0.432460 8.864920 −0.009657 −7.264419 8.722705 −0.002308 8.004615 1.6× 10−9 −3.353791 12.63333
5 −0.357399 10.71480 −0.004497 −4.260046 11.96944 −0.002310 10.00462 1.3× 10−9 −0.589160 15.64032
6 −0.303414 12.60683 −0.002339 −0.680750 15.75203 −0.002313 12.00463 1.1× 10−9 2.789520 19.22229
7 −0.263020 14.52604 −0.001324 3.483905 20.09132 −0.002316 14.00463 9.3× 10−10 6.782248 23.38967
8 −0.231793 16.46359 −0.000801 8.240791 25.00107 −0.002319 16.00464 8.2× 10−10 11.38903 28.14930
9 −0.206995 18.41399 −0.000511 13.59463 30.49070 −0.002322 18.00464 7.4× 10−10 16.60985 33.50591
10 −0.186860 20.37372 −0.000341 19.54880 36.56694 −0.002325 20.00465 6.7× 10−10 22.44473 39.46287
9TABLE IX: Image positions on the same side as the source due to lensing by the Galactic MDO modeled as the strongly naked
singularity (ν = 0.001), and their respective bending angles, magnifications, time delays and differential time delays. (a) The
same as (a) of Table II. (b) The same as (b) of Table V. (c) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Inner image on the same side as the source Outer image on the same side as the source
θis αˆis µis τis ∆τis θos αˆos µos τos
0.75 × × × × × × × × ×
0.85 0.985460 0.270920 −1.634301 −577.4174 0.004886 1.273212 0.846424 3.146478 −577.4223
1 0.864695 −0.270610 −0.457456 −577.4165 0.049078 1.498946 0.997892 1.854975 −577.4656
2 0.632971 −2.734059 −0.038933 −576.9387 0.841932 2.488924 0.977849 1.150355 −577.7807
3 0.542216 −4.915569 −0.012362 −575.7617 2.295525 3.412890 0.825779 1.056767 −578.0572
4 0.486179 −7.027642 −0.005625 −573.9272 4.363376 4.349611 0.699223 1.026918 −578.2905
5 0.446365 −9.107269 −0.003071 −571.4497 7.039872 5.300639 0.601278 1.014622 −578.4895
6 0.415912 −11.16818 −0.001874 −568.3368 10.32523 6.262637 0.525273 1.008728 −578.6620
7 0.391513 −13.21697 −0.001234 −564.5931 14.22061 7.232646 0.465292 1.005587 −578.8137
8 0.371325 −15.25735 −0.000859 −560.2218 18.72713 8.208527 0.417054 1.003774 −578.9489
9 0.354221 −17.29156 −0.000623 −555.2250 23.84570 9.188781 0.377562 1.002660 −579.0707
10 0.339464 −19.32107 −0.000467 −549.6044 29.57700 10.17236 0.344712 1.001941 −579.1814
20 0.254328 −39.49134 −0.000069 −459.2803 120.6604 20.09153 0.183067 1.000238 −579.9407
25 0.231031 −49.53794 −0.000037 −390.9432 189.2497 25.07404 0.148084 1.000121 −580.1930
30 0.213366 −59.57327 −0.000022 −307.1928 273.2082 30.06215 0.124291 1.000069 −580.4010
35 0.199350 −69.60130 −0.000014 −208.0429 372.5350 35.05354 0.107070 1.000043 −580.5779
40 0.187864 −79.62427 −0.000010 −93.50292 487.2289 40.04702 0.094034 1.000029 −580.7318
45 0.178218 −89.64356 −0.000007 36.42054 617.2886 45.04191 0.083823 1.000020 −580.8680
50 0.169963 −99.66007 −0.000005 181.7226 762.7128 50.03781 0.075611 1.000015 −580.9902
TABLE X: Magnification centroid due to lensing by the Schwarzschild black hole (ν = 1); and weakly (ν = 0.7), marginally
strongly (ν = 0.5) and strongly (ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001) naked singularities. (a) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Magnification centroid
ν = 1(SBH) ν = 0.7(WNS) ν = 0.5 (MSNS) ν = 0.04(SNS) ν = 0.02(SNS) ν = 0.001(SNS)
10−6 1.50000000005 × 10−6 1.50000000005 × 10−6 1.50000000004 × 10−6 1.49999993434× 10−6 1.49999895074 × 10−6 ×
10−5 0.0000150000000004 0.0000150000000003 0.0000150000000003 0.0000149999993433 0.0000149999895073 ×
10−4 0.000149999999875 0.000149999999875 0.000149999999874 0.000149999993304 0.000149999894944 ×
10−3 0.00149999987032 0.00149999987031 0.00149999987031 0.00149999980461 0.00149999882101 ×
10−2 0.0149998702695 0.0149998702694 0.0149998702694 0.0149998696124 0.0149998597771 ×
10−1 0.149870601362 0.149870601362 0.149870601361 0.149870594833 0.149870497099 ×
1 1.39699276886 1.39699276886 1.39699276885 1.39699273178 1.39699217730 1.37347550011
2 2.49070719863 2.49070719862 2.49070719862 2.49070717680 2.49070684878 2.42816768265
3 3.44974557083 3.44974557083 3.44974557082 3.44974556168 3.44974541929 3.37969558708
4 4.38823639445 4.38823639445 4.38823639445 4.38823639045 4.38823632168 4.32856338584
5 5.33392461984 5.33392461984 5.33392461984 5.33392461783 5.33392457682 5.28599274987
6 6.29011081174 6.29011081174 6.29011081174 6.29011081057 6.29011078080 6.25179502625
7 7.25521420045 7.25521420045 7.25521420045 7.25521419966 7.25521417489 7.22426206133
8 8.22719524592 8.22719524592 8.22719524592 8.22719524533 8.22719522297 8.20182922137
9 9.20438778298 9.20438778298 9.20438778298 9.20438778249 9.20438776138 9.18329481246
10 10.1855502489 10.1855502489 10.1855502489 10.1855502484 10.1855502280 10.1677715380
TABLE XI: Magnification centroid shift due to lensing by the Schwarzschild black hole (ν = 1); and weakly (ν = 0.7), marginally
strongly (ν = 0.5) and strongly (ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001) naked singularities. (a) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Magnification centroid shift
ν = 1(SBH) ν = 0.7(WNS) ν = 0.5 (MSNS) ν = 0.04(SNS) ν = 0.02(SNS) ν = 0.001(SNS)
10−6 5.00000000050 × 10−7 5.00000000047 × 10−7 5.00000000040 × 10−7 4.99999934340× 10−7 4.99998950741 × 10−7 ×
10−5 5.00000000037 × 10−6 5.00000000034 × 10−6 5.00000000028 × 10−6 4.99999934327× 10−6 4.99998950728 × 10−6 ×
10−4 0.0000499999998753 0.0000499999998750 0.0000499999998743 0.0000499999933043 0.0000499998949444 ×
10−3 0.000499999870316 0.000499999870313 0.000499999870306 0.000499999804606 0.000499998821007 ×
10−2 0.00499987026947 0.00499987026944 0.00499987026938 0.00499986961242 0.00499985977706 ×
10−1 0.0498706013618 0.0498706013615 0.0498706013609 0.0498705948326 0.0498704970987 ×
1 0.396992768862 0.396992768859 0.396992768855 0.396992731780 0.396992177305 0.373475500109
2 0.490707198627 0.490707198624 0.490707198620 0.490707176798 0.490706848782 0.428167682651
3 0.449745570828 0.449745570827 0.449745570824 0.449745561683 0.449745419290 0.379695587076
4 0.388236394450 0.388236394449 0.388236394447 0.388236390447 0.388236321681 0.328563385839
5 0.333924619843 0.333924619842 0.333924619841 0.333924617833 0.333924576816 0.285992749873
6 0.290110811742 0.290110811742 0.290110811741 0.290110810567 0.290110780796 0.251795026246
7 0.255214200451 0.255214200451 0.255214200450 0.255214199661 0.255214174885 0.224262061328
8 0.227195245922 0.227195245922 0.227195245921 0.227195245327 0.227195222966 0.201829221370
9 0.204387782975 0.204387782975 0.204387782975 0.204387782486 0.204387761378 0.183294812456
10 0.185550248860 0.185550248859 0.185550248859 0.185550248432 0.185550228011 0.167771538043
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TABLE XII: Total magnification due to lensing by the Schwarzschild black hole (ν = 1); and weakly (ν = 0.7), marginally
strongly (ν = 0.5) and strongly (ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001) naked singularities. (a) The same as (a) of Table I.
β Total magnification
ν = 1(SBH) ν = 0.7(WNS) ν = 0.5 (MSNS) ν = 0.04(SNS) ν = 0.02(SNS) ν = 0.001(SNS)
10−6 1.38816932538 × 106 1.38816932538 × 106 1.38816932539 × 106 1.38816941645 × 106 1.38817077256 × 106 ×
10−5 138816.932541 138816.932541 138816.932542 138816.941647 138817.077259 ×
10−4 13881.6932808 13881.6932809 13881.6932809 13881.6941915 13881.7077527 ×
10−3 1388.16959552 1388.16959552 1388.16959553 1388.16968659 1388.17104270 ×
10−2 138.819633923 138.819633923 138.819633924 138.819643029 138.819778637 ×
10−1 13.9086926599 13.9086926600 13.9086926601 13.9086935678 13.9087070859 ×
1 1.64490824157 1.64490824157 1.64490824158 1.64490830940 1.64490931584 2.31243076497
2 1.14767800038 1.14767800038 1.14767800038 1.14767801708 1.14767826338 1.18928813001
3 1.04822623968 1.04822623968 1.04822623968 1.04822624452 1.04822631629 1.06912991460
4 1.01939069971 1.01939069971 1.01939069971 1.01939070136 1.01939072680 1.03254298220
5 1.00904161659 1.00904161659 1.00904161659 1.00904161725 1.00904162855 1.01769251767
6 1.00470884575 1.00470884575 1.00470884575 1.00470884606 1.00470885230 1.01060207986
7 1.00266919134 1.00266919134 1.00266919134 1.00266919151 1.00266919562 1.00682076296
8 1.00161696592 1.00161696592 1.00161696592 1.00161696603 1.00161696910 1.00463247208
9 1.00103306445 1.00103306445 1.00103306445 1.00103306453 1.00103306701 1.00328346259
10 1.00068928992 1.00068928992 1.00068928992 1.00068928998 1.00068929209 1.00240885784
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FIG. 1: The time delays of the images on the opposite side from the source τo, the same side as the source τs, and the
differential time delay of the images on the opposite side from the source ∆τo are plotted against the angular source position
β for ν = 1 (SBH), ν = 0.7 (WNS), and ν = 0.5 (MSNS). M/Dd ≈ 2.26 × 10
−11 and Dds/Ds = 1/2. The time delays as well
as differential time delays are expressed in minutes whereas the angular source position is given in arcseconds.
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FIG. 2: The time delays of the outer image on the same side as the source τos, inner image on the same side as the source
τis, inner image on the opposite side from the source τio, and outer image on the opposite side from the source τoo are plotted
against the angular source position β for ν = 0.04 (SNS). Also, the differential time delays of the inner images on the same
side as the source ∆τis, inner images on the opposite side from the source ∆τio, and outer images on the opposite side from
the source ∆τoo are plotted against β for the same value of ν. Dds/Ds = 1/2 and M/Dd ≈ 2.26 × 10
−11. The time delays as
well as differential time delays are in minutes whereas the angular source position is expressed in arcseconds.
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FIG. 3: The time delays of the direct image τos, inner image on the same side as the source τis, inner image on the opposite side
from the source τio, and outer image on the opposite side from the source τoo are plotted against the angular source position
β for ν = 0.02 (SNS). The differential time delays of the inner images on the same side as the source ∆τis, inner images on
the opposite side from the source ∆τio, and outer images on the opposite side from the source ∆τoo are plotted against β for
the same value of ν. The angular source position is expressed in arcseconds whereas the time delays as well as differential time
delays are shown in minutes. M/Dd ≈ 2.26 × 10
−11 and Dds/Ds = 1/2.
posite side from the source decreases (the outer and inner
images move respectively toward and away from the op-
tical axis) and for some value of β these two images coa-
lesce to form one highly magnified image; for example, for
ν = 0.02, the angular positions of the source and image
are β ≈ 210.2934 arcseconds (RC) and θ ≈ −0.004591
arcsecond (RCC), respectively. The opposite signs on
these two values show that the RCC and RC are on the
opposite sides of optical axis (see Table I). For further
increase in β, there are no images on the opposite side
from the source.
For ν = 0.001, see Table IX and Figure 4. If the
lens components are aligned, there are no Einstein rings.
Also, for small values of β, there are no images on either
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FIG. 4: The time delays of the outer images on the same side as the source τos and inner images on the same side as the source
τis are plotted against the angular source position β for ν = 0.001 (SNS); see the left hand side figure. The differential time
delay of the inner image on the same side as the source τis is plotted against β (right hand side figure). The time delays as well
as differential time delays and the angular source position are respectively given in minutes and arcseconds. Dds/Ds = 1/2
and M/Dd ≈ 2.26× 10
−11.
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FIG. 5: The magnification centroid Θˆ, magnification centroid shift ∆Θˆ, and the total magnification µtot are plotted against the
angular source position β for ν = 1 (SBH), ν = 0.7 (WNS), ν = 0.5 (MSNS), and ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001 (SNS). Dds/Ds = 1/2
and M/Dd ≈ 2.26× 10
−11. Θˆ, ∆Θˆ, and β are expressed in arcseconds.
side of the optical axis. For β ≈ 0.808397 arcsecond
(RC), there is a highly magnified image at the angular
position θ ≈ 1.115015 arcseconds (RCC). The signs on
RC and RCC being the same implies that this image
appear on the same side as the source. As β further in-
creases, the image splits into two and the inner and outer
(direct) images move toward and away from the optical
axis, respectively; the magnification of inner image de-
creases much faster than the outer one. The time delay
of the direct image for this case is always negative and
decreases slowly with an increase in β. The time delay
of the inner image, however, is negative for small β and
positive for large β, passing through the zero time delay
for a certain value of β. The increase rate of time delay of
the inner image is much higher than the decrease rate of
time delay of the direct image. For the inner image, the
deflection angles are positive and negative respectively
for small and large values of β; however, for the direct
image it is always positive. As for other cases already
discussed, the differential time delay of the inner image
is always positive.
We now compute the magnification centroid, magni-
fication centroid shift, and the total magnification for
ν = 1(SBH), ν = 0.7 (WNS), ν = 0.5 (MSNS), and
ν = 0.04, 0.02, 0.001 (SNS) for several values of β (see
Tables X through XII). We then plot these quantities
against β (see Fig. 5). For a fixed value of ν, the mag-
nification centroid increases with an increase in β. For
small values of β, the graph is bulged up and then tends
to become straight as β increases. For a fixed value of
β, the magnification centroid decreases with a decrease
in ν (i.e., increase in (q/M)2); the decrease is however
too small for these five graphs to appear resolved even
if these were plotted on an entire page. As β increases,
the magnification centroid shift first increases, reaches a
maximum value, and then starts decreasing to the limit-
ing value zero. For a given value of β, the magnification
centroid shift decreases with a decrease in the value of
ν. For a given value of ν, the total magnification is, as
expected, very high for small β and it decreases to the
limiting value one, as β increases. For any given value
of β, however, the total magnification increases with a
decrease in the value of ν. Thus, the presence of scalar
charge helps increase the total magnification. This would
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provide a modest increase in the likelihood of observing
lensing by Sgr A∗ (see [27] and references therein).
All the images produced by the Galactic MDO (mod-
eled as a Schwarzschild black hole and naked singular-
ity lenses) may be resolved from each other by observa-
tional facilities available in the near future. Therefore,
the results of magnification centroid and total magnifi-
cation may not be needed. However, our studies help us
understand the role of scalar field on the magnification
centroid and total magnification, which could be useful
while studying gravitational lensing by exotic dark ob-
jects having rather small value of M/Dd.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The naked singularities are classified in three cate-
gories: WNS, MSNS, and SNS. We modeled the Galactic
MDO as the SBH, and Janis-Newman-Winicour WNS,
MSNS and SNS lenses, and studied point source gravita-
tional lensing by them. We found that the gravitational
lensing effects due to the SBH, WNS, and MSNS are
qualitatively similar (but these differ slightly quantita-
tively) to each other; however, they differ qualitatively
from SNS lensing. Therefore, it will be easier to obser-
vationally differentiate a SNS (compared to a WNS or a
MSNS) from a SBH.
SBH, WNS and MSNS lensing. These do not give
rise to any radial caustics; however, they do produce one
Einstein ring when the lens components are aligned (i.e.
β = 0). When β increases, the Einstein ring splits into
two images, one on each side of the optical axis. The
time delays for both images are positive for all values of
β. For a given value of β, a decrease in ν, i.e., an increase
in (q/M)2, decreases the absolute angular image posi-
tions, time delays, magnification centroid, and magnifi-
cation centroid shift; however, it increases the magnitude
of magnifications of images and therefore also the total
magnification. The differences are however very small.
The deflection angle αˆ becomes unboundedly large as the
impact parameter J → Jps for the SBH and WNS, and
J → 0 for the MSNS [7].
SNS lensing. There are two types of lensing in this cat-
egory. In the first, for example for the case of ν = 0.02,
there are double concentric Einstein rings (when β = 0)
and one radial critical curve (when β ≈ 210.2934 arcsec-
onds). As the angular position of the source increases
from the alignment position of the lens components (i.e.,
β = 0), the two Einstein rings “break” into four images,
giving two images on each side of the optical axis. The
separation between images on the same and opposite side
from the source, respectively, increases and decreases as
β increases, and eventually the two images on the oppo-
site side from the source coalesce to form a single highly
magnified image. For any further increase in β, there are
only two images on the same side as the source. The sec-
ond category of SNS lensing, for example for ν = 0.001,
there is one RC; however, there is no Einstein ring when
β = 0. Moreover, there is no image for small values of β.
As β increases, a highly magnified image (RCC) first ap-
pears on the same side as the source. A further increase
in β splits this into two images and the separation be-
tween them keeps increasing (both images remaining on
the same side as the source). The time delay of images of
SNS lensing may be positive, zero, or negative depending
on the values of ν and β. However, the time delay of a
direct image is negative for any SNS lensing if β is large.
As shown in [7], the deflection angle αˆ approaches −pi
as the impact parameter approaches its minimum value
zero. Therefore, if a light ray is sent radially toward a
SNS, it will “bounce”; however, it remains to be com-
puted whether or not the “reflected” light has enough
magnification to be observed by present instruments or
by those likely to be available in near future. This may
serve as a crucial test for the existence of SNS.
The naked singularity lensing gives rise to images of
smaller time delay and stronger magnification than the
black hole lensing. Therefore, if naked singularities in-
deed exist in nature, then these will serve as better cos-
mic telescopes and will help probe the universe more ef-
ficiently. The results obtained in this paper also helps
understand the effects of scalar field on gravitational lens-
ing, which could have valuable implications for research
in cosmology.
The Janis-Newman-Winicour metric also describes the
exterior gravitational field of a scalar star. Therefore, re-
sults obtained in this paper for naked singularities are
also applicable to scalar stars. The scalar star however
must be compact enough for the images not to be ob-
structed.
The metric we considered in this paper may or may
not be physically realistic. However, gravitational lens-
ing studies with this metric serves as a stepping stone to
understand the distinctive lensing features of black holes
and naked singularities. It would be indeed of great astro-
physical significance to obtain distinguishing qualitative
lensing characteristics of Kerr black holes and naked sin-
gularities, so that the weak cosmic censorship hypothesis
could be tested observationally without any ambiguity.
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